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ISSUE 

The Charter SELPA Allocation Plan for 2013-14 is in need of contingency language to 
accommodate potential changes in special education funding as a result of proposed 2013-14 
legislative changes. 

BACKGROUND 

The Governor has proposed a revision to special education funding for 2013-14. The Legislative 
Analyst Office (LAO) has weighed in on the proposal and suggested even more far-reaching 
reforms. The final solutions may not be known until June or possibly even as late as September 
2013. 

 

Major Items under discussion for 2013-14: 

1. Separation of state and federal funding 

2. Equalization of rates 

3. Update (increase) statewide target rate 

4. Consolidate special education programs into AB 602 SELPA base 

a. Program Specialist/Regionalized Services ($15 per ADA) 

b. Professional Development grant (Based on SpEd student count – would change 
to per ADA amount) 

5. Combine grants 

a. Two workability grants into one (doesn’t change grant usage) 

b. Combine two Low-Incidence Disabilities Grants into one (doesn’t change overall 
grant usage) 

c. Combine NPS extraordinary cost pool and Mental Health extraordinary cost pool 
into one statewide pool (doesn’t change overall grant usage) 

6. Mental Health funding – LAO recommends rolling into AB602 SELPA base on per ADA 
basis 

7. Indirect Cost 
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DISCUSSION OF THE ITEMS THAT IMPACT CHARTER SELPA: 

1. SEPARATION OF STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDING 

Charter SELPA state and federal funding is already separated. This proposal should not impact 
Charter SELPA funding. We are concerned that the federal funding formula itself may be under 
review and discussion, but it is too early to determine if it will impact the current amount 
allocated to the Charter SELPA.    

2. EQUALIZATION OF RATES 

Charter SELPA is based on Statewide Target Rate, as a result, this proposal should not impact 
Charter SELPA funding. 

3. UPDATE (INCREASE ) STATEWIDE TARGET RATE 

An increase in the statewide target rate will mean new dollars to the Charter SELPA. The 
proposal is to increase over time from $465 per ADA to $535. We would propose that any 
increase in funding be allocated pursuant to current allocation plan formulas. 

4. CONSOLIDATE SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS INTO AB602 SELPA BASE 

We would propose that the program specialist/regionalized services $15 per ADA continue to 
be used, per the allocation plan for funding the Charter SELPA program specialist/regionalized 
services. 

 

The Charter SELPA receives a professional development grant of $18K. If these are rolled into a 
per ADA amount with no specific grant requirement, we would propose they be added to the 
state per ADA rate and distributed per current formula 

5. COMBINE GRANTS – NO CHANGE TO ALLOCATION PLAN REQUIRED – SEE NOTES BELOW 

WORKABILITY 

 Charter SELPA has not received workability grants in the past, but will continue to 
 pursue this option for Charter SELPA. 

LOW INCIDENCE 

 Charter SELPA receives low incidence grants (total of $48K for low incidence materials 
 and services), and would continue to administer the grants in accordance with new 
 guidelines. No changes to the allocation plan would be required, distribution procedures 
 will be updated. 
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NPS EXTRAORDINARY COST POOL/MH 

 Charter SELPA is eligible to apply to the statewide NPS and MH extraordinary cost pools. 
 No change to the allocation plan is required. The threshold for these statewide pools 
 is high and we have not had, to date, any qualifying expenditures. 

6. MENTAL HEALTH FUNDING – LAO RECOMMENDS ROLLING INTO SELPA BASE ON PER ADA BASIS 

We recommend that a portion of the mental health funding (30%) continue to be allocated to 
fund residential costs (level 3) and behavior specialist support (SELPA wide), and some type of 
pool be established for mental health level 2 type of expenditures. The balance, assuming that 
there is no longer a requirement to separately track mental health expenditures, would be 
distributed to all members on a per ADA basis. 

 

 

 

 

7. INDIRECT COST 

El Dorado Charter SELPA has an administrative fee that ranges from 4% to 6% on the base 
funding received by the Charter SELPA (Estimated State Rate of $465 + COLA and estimated 
federal rate of $140). The allocation plan does not address additional grants received by the 
Charter SELPA. We would propose language that allows for an indirect cost to be charged to 
specific grants. 

 

Low Incidence Grants:    No Indirect 

Mental Health (2012-13):   Maximum indirect allowed 

Mental Health (2013-14): If provided through the allocation plan on per ADA 
basis with no requirement to track expenditures 
separately, no indirect charged. If in current grant 
form, maximum indirect allowed. 

Additional Grants: It is the intent of the Charter SELPA to pursue  
 additional grant opportunities and the indirect rate 
 charged shall be the amount allowable pursuant to  

 the specific grant guidelines. 

 

Estimated MH funding 5,800,000  

30% Pooled 1,740,000  

70% on per ADA 4,060,000  

Estimated per ADA 50.00$       
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RECOMMENDATION FOR EL DORADO CHARTER SELPA ALLOCATION PLAN: 

The CEO Executive Committee has reviewed and recommends approval of #4 and #7 as noted 
above.  

 

  CONSOLIDATE SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS INTO AB602 SELPA BASE 

 Program specialist/regionalized services $15 per ADA continue to be used, per the 
 allocation plan for funding the Charter SELPA program specialist/regionalized services.  
 (maintains status quo).   Professional development grant of $18K – distributed per ADA 
 formula to charters if rolled into the rate. 

 INDIRECT RATE 

 Charter SELPA may charge maximum allowable indirect rate to mental health grant and 
 other grants that may be pursued in the future. 

 

Items 1,2,3, and 5 do not require changes to the existing allocation plan.  Mental Health (#6) 
will probably not be an issue until 2014-15.  Further allocation plan discussion and decisions will 
take place in 2013-14. 
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DETAILED BACKGROUND ON THE PROPOSALS FROM A STATEWIDE PERSPECTIVE: 

Detailed descriptions below are taken primarily from the Senate Subcommittee March briefing 
to legislators on this topic. 

1. SEPARATION OF STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDING 

DESCRIPTION: The Governor proposes to separate state and federal funding within the special 
education funding formula in 2013-14, in order to address some funding inequities and to make 
funding simpler and more transparent. 

 

 

BACKGROUND: The current special education formula was created by AB 602 (Chapter 854, 
Statutes of 1997). The AB 602 formula incorporates (1) state categorical funds, (2) a relatively 
small amount of local property tax (LPT) revenues that flow through the state’s categorical 
program, and (3) federal funds authorized under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
(IDEA). In 2012–13, the state allocated about $2.9 billion in state and LPT funds and $1 billion in 
IDEA monies through the AB 602 formula. 

 

Funding is allocated to 127 Special Education Local Planning Areas (SELPAs). The amount of AB 
602 funding each SELPA receives from each source varies based on four key factors: (1) 
historical AB 602 per–pupil rates, (2) total ADA, (3) federal allocation formulas, and (4) historical 
LPT revenue allocations. In 2011–12, the weighted statewide average per–pupil rate was $645 
per student (including both state and federal funds). 

 

After receiving its allocation, each SELPA develops a local plan for how to allocate funds to the 
school districts and charter schools in its region based on how it has chosen to organize special 
education services for SWDs. 

 

Modification to State Allocation Formula Has Led to Complications. The state’s AB 602 formula 
originally was designed to be relatively straightforward—blending federal, LPT, and state funds 
interchangeably to fund a total SELPA amount. The funding calculation grew more complicated 
in 2005–06, however, when the state responded to changes in federal law by modifying how 
the formula operates in some situations. Specifically, federal law now prohibits a state from 
using federal funds to pay for COLAs or growth adjustments that are required by state law. 

 

Consequently, the state now goes through a complex annual calculation for SELPAs that grow 
or decline in ADA from one year to the next. Specifically, the state provides a funding rate of 
$465 per ADA—referred to as the “Statewide Target Rate” (STR)—to fund new SELPA ADA and 
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to compute COLAs. The state, however, uses a SELPA’s unique blended rate (state plus federal 
funds, averaging roughly $660 per ADA) to fund existing ADA and apply reductions when a 
SELPA declines in ADA.  

 

This discrepancy has led to a gradual “ratcheting down” of funding rates in some SELPAs. 
Additionally, the state made other modifications (also due to changes in federal law) that 
resulted in complicated calculations to ensure year–to–year increases in federal funds are 
treated separately from all other AB 602 adjustments. 

 

AB 602 Funding Rates Vary Across SELPAs. When the state first transitioned to the AB 602 
formula in 1998–99, each SELPA’s per–pupil rate was derived based on how much it had 
received under the old cost–based special education funding model. Because SELPAs had 
structured services in varying ways—including some that hired more special education staff and 
opted for more costly student placements—there was some discrepancy amongst these rates. 

 

While the state made some investments in equalizing AB 602 rates over the ensuing years, large 
discrepancies remain. Individual SELPA per–ADA rates range from about $570 to about $1,090, 
with a statewide weighted average rate of about $660. 

2. EQUALIZATION OF RATES 

 The LAO recommends the state adopt a plan for equalizing special education funding rates that 
is aligned with whatever approach it adopts for equalizing general education rates. For 
example, in 2013–14, the Governor proposes to provide about 10 percent of the funding 
needed for districts to reach their new per–pupil target rates under his proposed LCFF (Local 
Control Funding Formula). Should the Legislature choose to adopt this approach, the LAO 
recommends the 2013–14 budget also provide about 10 percent of the funds necessary to 
equalize AB 602 rates. The LAO recommends similar alignment between general education and 
special education equalization efforts in future years. The LAO recommends adopting a target 
AB 602 rate at the level where 90 percent of ADA in the state receives the same rate - $535 . 
(The state has used the 90th percentile target to equalize revenue limits in the past.) The LAO 
estimates equalizing to this target rate would cost approximately $300 million. As such, the LAO 
recommends that the Legislature increase special education funding by $30 million, or about 10 
percent of the total equalization cost, in 2013–14. 

3. UPDATE STATEWIDE TARGET RATE (STR) OVER TIME 

The LAO recommends updating STR to reflect new equalization target. In addition to providing 
funds to equalize AB 602 rates, the LAO recommends updating the State Target Rate (STR) from 
$465 (which reflects an outdated statewide average rate) to $535 (which represents the rate 
for the 90th percentile of ADA). Under this approach, all new SELPA ADA would be funded at 
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$535. (The SELPAs would continue to experience funding reductions for declines in ADA based 
on their unique AB 602 state rate.) This would ensure the STR operates as it was originally 
envisioned when the AB 602 formula was designed; to gradually increase overall per-pupil rates 
for SELPAs funded below the equalization target, and gradually decrease overall rates for 
SELPAs funded above the target. In contrast, leaving the STR at $465, as proposed by the 
Governor, would effectively establish a much lower equalization target. 

4. CONSOLIDATE SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS 

DESCRIPTION: The Governor proposes to consolidate a number of separate special education 
programs in 2013-14 in order to provide greater efficiencies and improve flexibility so that 
funding can better meet student needs. 

 

BACKGROUND: In addition to their AB 602 formula allocations, SELPAs statewide receive a total 
of $926.4 million in funding for separate special education programs in 2012-13. Of this 
amount, $740.8 million is currently derived from state funding and $185.7 million from federal 
funding. 

 

GOVERNOR’S BUDGET PROPOSAL: According to the Administration, a number of special 
program add-ons created over the years have resulted in both inefficiencies and a lack of 
flexibility at the local level. To address these issues, the Governor proposes to consolidate 
funding for a total of eight existing special education programs described below.  

ROLL TWO SPECIAL EDUCATION GRANTS INTO THE AB 602 FORMULA 

The Governor proposes to consolidate two grants - Program Specialists and Regionalized 
Services (PSRS), and Staff Development into the AB 602 base. The Governor’s proposal would 
allow SELPAs, and their member districts, to use these funds for any special education purpose.  

 

Per the LAO, roughly $90 million in PSRS funds are currently set aside for regional SELPA 
activities, and a $2.7 million supplement for small SELPAs located in less populous areas of the 
state. In addition, SELPAs currently receive $2.5 million specifically to conduct staff and parent 
training activities. 

 

Consolidated funds would be allocated to SELPAs based upon the AB 602 ADA formula. PSRS 
funds are currently allocated on a per-ADA basis, similar to AB 602. Staff development grants 
are currently allocated on a per-SWD basis. 
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5. CONSOLIDATING GRANTS – BUT RETAINING INTENT OF USAGE 

Consolidates Six Grants Into Three. The Governor also proposes to consolidate six special 
education grants into three larger grants, as follows: 

 

Combine Two WorkAbility Grants. The proposal would consolidate two discrete grants 
supporting WorkAbility, a vocational education program that serves SWDs in middle and high 
schools. The two current programs include the WorkAbility I LEA Project currently funded at 
$29.5 million and the WorkAbility I Vocational Education Project funded at $10.3 million 
annually. The proposal would not alter the allowable uses or current recipients of the funds, as 
the two grants already are administered as one program. 

 

Combine Two Low-Incidence Disabilities Grants. The proposal would combine two separate 
grants, specifically directed exclusively for students with low-incidence disabilities -- equipment 
and materials currently funded at $13.4 million and specialized services currently funded at 
$1.7 million annually. Low incidence disabilities are defined as hearing impairments, vision 
impairments, and severe orthopedic impairments. The proposed change would allow SELPAs to 
use the combined funds on any mix of services or equipment costs, provided the funds still 
were targeted for students with these low incidence disabilities. 

 

Combine Two Extraordinary Cost Pools (ECPs). The state currently maintains two ECPs with 
similar, but distinct eligibility criteria. One ECP program covers the costs of non-public school 
placements in general and is funded at $3 million; the other ECP program covers mental health 
related non-public school placements and is currently funded at $3 million annually. Individual 
SELPAs can apply for a share of these funds if they experience exceptionally high costs 
associated with placing students in specialized schools. The Governor did not propose changes 
to this structure; however, the LAO believes streamlining the application and approval process 
would maximize effective use of these funds. Specifically, the LAO recommends combining the 
two pools and applying one uniform set of eligibility criteria. 

6. LAO MENTAL HEALTH PROPOSAL 

LAO proposes to add Mental Health funding to AB 602 base grant. All SELPAs are required to 
provide IEP–related mental health services, and the associated funding is already allocated on a 
per–ADA basis. As such, the LAO recommends consolidating this grant into the SELPA’s base 
funding as it would not change any SELPA’s allocation. Rather, the change would provide 
SELPAs with greater discretion to target special education funds for the needs of their local 
SWDs (whose mental health needs may change from year–to–year). 

 


